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Simulation of multilayered resonant tunneling diodes using coupled
Wigner and Boltzmann distribution function approaches

J. Garcı́a-Garcı́a and F. Martı́na)

Departament d’Enginyeria Electro`nica, Universitat Auto`noma de Barcelona, 08193 Bellaterra, Barcelona,
Spain

~Received 23 February 2000; accepted for publication 25 September 2000!

From a coupling model between the Boltzmann transport equation and the quantum Liouville
equation, we have developed a simulator based on the Wigner distribution function~WDF!
approach that can be applied to resonant tunneling diodes~RTDs! and other vertical transport
quantum devices. In comparison to previous WDF simulators, the tool allows one to extend the
simulation domains up to hundreds of nanometers, which are the typical dimensions required for the
study of actual multilayer structures. With these improvements, a level of agreement between theory
and experiment comparable to that obtained by using other simulators based on Green functions has
been achieved. The results of this work reveal that the WDF formalism can be alternatively used to
study the behavior of actual multilayered RTDs. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.
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Because of its high switching speed, low power co
sumption, and reduced complexity to implement a giv
function, resonant tunneling diodes~RTDs! have recently
been recognized as excellent candidates for digital cir
applications.1 In parallel to technological efforts aimed to
ward searching compact circuit architectures, a great dea
attention has been dedicated to model and simulate RTD
a way to optimize device design and fabrication,2 and also to
understand mesoscopic transport properties of these dev
In this regard, reliable transport approaches must include
main physical processes in the device~namely electron trans
mission, reflection, and scattering processes!, as well as self-
consistency and open system boundary conditions.

Quantum kinetic models, such as those based on
nonequilibrium Green function formalism, have been de
onstrated to fit the previous requirements. Between them
approach of Lakeet al.3 has recently gained increasing inte
est due to its ability to incorporate coherent and incoher
interactions in a unified formulation, as well as band str
ture. On the other hand, the Wigner distribution functi
~WDF! approach, obtained from the nonequilibrium Gre
function formalism by using the lattice Weyl transform,4 has
been extensively applied to the simulation of RTDs.5–8 Al-
though this formulation can be improved in some aspe
~such as a treatment of carrier scattering more realistic t
the usual relaxation time approximation!, several works have
demonstrated that the main physical phenomena expecte
the devices~and related to quantum effects! are reproduced
within the formalism. In this regard, it is worth mentionin
the work of Jensen and Buot,6 who simulated the intrinsic
high frequency oscillations in current for a fixed bias volta
in the negative differential resistance region of theI –V char-
acteristic. However, to develop reliable simulators, not o
qualitative, but also quantitative predictions of device beh
ior are required. To this end, it is necessary to consider si
lation domains large enough to include the comp

a!Electronic mail: fmartin@cc.uab.es
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multilayer structure of actual devices. In previous works,6–8

the CPU time associated with the iterative solution of t
quantum Liouville equation has severely limited the spa
domains only to the double barrier region and adjacent lay
of few tens of nanometers. Under these conditions, it is
ficult to go beyond qualitative studies of RTD behavior. W
have recently proposed a new WDF-based model for
simulation of RTDs, that allows one to extend the simulati
domains up to several hundreds of nanometers withou
significant increase in computational burden in comparis
to previous tools.9 Based on it a RTD simulator has bee
developed. The main purpose of this work is to demonstr
how our tool is able to reasonably reproduce the staticI –V
characteristic experimentally measured in actual devices

Our model is based on the coupling between the W
transport equation~quantum Liouville equation! and the
Boltzmann transport equation. The former is applied to
active region of the device including the double barrier a
well, where quantum effects are present@we call this region
the quantum window~QW!#. The latter is solved by mean
of a Monte Carlo~MC! algorithm and applied to the remain
ing portion of the device, where the potential profile vari
smoothly and quantum effects are not expected to occur~de-
tails of coupling and ohmic contact boundary conditions
given in Ref. 9!. Although the idea of separation into a qua
tum region and classical regions was already used
others,10 it has never been previously applied to develop
simulator based on the WDF approach. Since the class
MC algorithm is much less time consuming than the WD
solver, the simulated classical regions can be extended u
several hundreds of nanometers without a significant
crease in computing times. The width of the QW can
made variable, but we will use a value comparable to
length of typical simulation domains considered in previo
tools based only on the solution of the Liouville equatio
This ensures that a semiclassical approach can be ap
beyond the QW boundaries. To achieve self-consistency,
Poisson’s equation is iteratively solved in the whole dev
2 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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with the Liouville/Boltzmann equation in the quantum
classical regions for each applied voltage. The numbe
steps is chosen to guaranty that current convergenc
achieved at the end of each iterative procedure. Finally,
relevant magnitudes for device simulation, i.e., electron c
centration and current density, have been obtained in e
region ~QW and classical regions! from the corresponding
distributions ~WDF and MC! according to standard
expressions.5,11

The previous model has been successfully used to si
late the behavior of RTDs with different physic
parameters.12 Continuity of charge density and electrosta
potential at the QW boundaries has been obtained, and
main qualitative features expected for the devices have b
reproduced from the simulations. However, we have not
compared simulated results with experimental data. This
been difficult so far since the multilayer structure of actu
devices requires the consideration of simulation doma
much larger that those achievable with previous WDF-ba
tools. To demonstrate the potentiality of our tool, we ha
carried out the simulation of theI –V characteristic of the
RTD shown in Fig. 1~simulation parameters similar to thos
of Ref. 12 have been used!. The result is shown in Fig. 2
together with the experimentally measuredI –V curve. Good
prediction of resonant and valley voltages is obtained fr

FIG. 1. Structure of the RTD under study~the device has been fabricated
the University of Leeds by P. Steenson!. To optimize computer time, the
first highly doped AsGa buffer layer~2 mm! on top of the substrate has bee
discarded. This has little effect on simulated results since current lev
mainly controlled by the doping of the inner layers.

FIG. 2. Comparison of the simulated~dots! and experimental~continuous
line! I –V curve of the RTD of Fig. 1. The barrier height has been sligh
modified from the nominal value to fit the measured characteristic.
experimentalI –V curve is due to P. Steenson and has been used
permission of the author.
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is s
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the simulator. Due to the exponential dependence of cur
on barrier geometry~width and height! and to tolerance of
physical parameters, it has been necessary to allow a s
deviation of one physical parameter~barrier height! from the
nominal value to achieve a good fit. A barrier height of 0.
eV ~which lies within the expected tolerance for this para
eter! has been used to obtain the simulatedI –V characteris-
tic of Fig. 2. To determine this parameter we have fitted
pre-resonance portion of theI –V curve, since for voltages
above resonance intervalley transitions can be important
these have not been modeled in our simulator. In fact,
can be the reason that explains why the peak-to-valley r
is overestimated by our simulator. Figure 3 shows the sim
lated electron density and potential profiles for an appl
bias of 0.4 V~resonance!. In view of Fig. 3 it is clear that
simulation domains as short as the QW width~which are the
typical box dimensions considered in previous tools ba
only on the WDF! are not suitable to obtain reliable result
since charge neutrality~or flatband condition! is not obtained
at the extremes of the QW boundaries. This is mainly due
the relatively small doping level of those layers adjacent
the undoped spacers, which is also the origin of the con
erable potential drop in the emitter. As in previous simu
tions, the results of Fig. 3 exhibit good matching at hete
junctions, homojunctions, and QW boundaries.

Theoretical and measured characteristics do not exa
match~the simulator fails in correctly predicting the exper
mental peak-to-valley current ratio!, but resonant and valley
bias are acceptably estimated. In our opinion, the leve

is

e
th

FIG. 3. Simulated electron density~a! and potential profile~b! for the device
of Fig. 1 under resonance~0.4 V!. For comparison, doping density is als
depicted in~a!. A significant electronic charge accumulates in the well
this applied bias~inset!.
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agreement between theory and experiment is comparab
that obtained by means of the Green function appro
~NEMO program10,13,14!. Certainly, one parameter has be
slightly modified from the nominal value to achieve the
presented in Fig. 2. As stated in a recent paper,14 growth
related uncertainties may lead to discrepancies betw
theory and experiment; therefore, some degree of freedo
necessary to fit simulated and experimental results. Spe
cally, in Ref. 14 significant discrepancies between exp
mental results and those calculated by means of theNEMO

program using nominal parameters are apparent. The au
attribute the underestimated peak bias and current to s
differences between designed and as-grown physical pa
eters. Being that the barrier width of devices considered
Ref. 14 is as thin as 2 nm~which corresponds to few mono
layers!, it is not surprising that there is a mismatch betwe
the measured resonant voltage and the value predicted b
simulator. The device simulated in the present work ha
double barrier region considerably wider. Therefore, be
accuracy in layer widths is expected. This may be the rea
why our prediction of peak bias satisfactorily matches
experiment. However, it is likely that the Al mole fraction
the as-grown AlGaAs layers does not perfectly coincide w
the design value. Since current is very dependent on ba
height ~and hence on Al mole fraction!, it is not surprising
that the value that better fits the experimentalI –V curve
~0.27 eV! presents a small shift as compared to the des
value ~0.24 eV!. However, this difference is very small an
lies within the limits of tolerance for barrier height. In ou
opinion, accurate predictions of experimentalI –V curves in
RTDs require not only reliable transport models, but a
precise control on as-grown parameters. The level of ag
ment between design and as-fabricated parameters will h
direct influence on the success in correctly predicting dev
behavior. Nevertheless, simulation tools for actual devi
are useful to analyze the effects of physical parameters
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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transport properties, and also to extract design guidelines
this regard, this work shows that our WDF-based tool can
considered as an alternative to other well-developed sim
tors to the study of RTDs.

In conclusion, it has been demonstrated that our to
based on the WDF formalism, allows one to simulate act
RTD device structures. Although improvements can
made, the obtained results show promise to use our simu
as a tool to guide in RTD device design. It can also be u
to study electronic transport properties of quantum me
scopic devices with core regions sandwiched between la
classical domains.

This work has been supported by theDirección General
de Ensen˜anza Superiorunder Project No. PB97-0182.
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